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Coral mats can:
• STOP up to 95% of the walk-in dirt and moisture
• REDUCE maintenance & cleaning costs by up to 65%
• MINIMIZE liability from slips and falls
• MAXIMIZE the useful life of interior finishes
• LENGTH MATTERS! longer walk off = greater protection

To see which products contribute to LEED® credits,
please visit www.forboflooringNA.com for more
information.

mats
Coral mats are available in the following standard sizes:
(width of entrance x walkoff length)
3’ x 5’
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note:
• custom sizes available upon request
• dimensions include the rubber-edge profile (1.5” approx.)
• 4’ x 6’ black mat available for quick ship, inquire for details

Coral Duo and Brush are manufactured using ECONYL®
regenerated polyamide yarns. Abandoned fishing nets are
one of the unlikely sources of unwanted waste material
which go to make ECONYL®. Using ECONYL® is a way to reduce
existing waste, avoid additional manufacturing-related
pollution, and keep consumption of natural resources and
energy to a minimum.

Great for coarse dirt and grit removal, inside and out
A versatile non-woven clean-off barrier that can be used both inside and outdoors. Coral Grip prevents grit and coarse dirt from entering
the building. It has a patented embossed design and durable, pliable vinyl filaments which perform a highly effective scraping action. The addition
of granulated PVC chips add to the soil scraping properties of the non woven construction and help to create an anti-slip surface which is effective
even on an incline. Coral Grip is available in medium duty (MD) and heavy duty (HD) formats. In its standard form, Coral Grip has an open, non backed,
pervious structure, but it can also be manufactured with an Everfort vinyl backing.

with Everfort vinyl backing
with open structure

coral grip
HD 6130 / 6150
ink ♦

MD 6930 / 6950
ink ♦

HD 6128/ 6148
grass

MD 6928/ 6948
grass

HD 6120/ 6140
stone

MD 6920/ 6940
stone

HD 6123 / 6143
wine

MD 6923 / 6943
wine

♦ Items are stocked.
The lead time for non-stock items is 6-8 weeks.

Coral® Mats, Grip, Duo, Brush
Coral contributes to LEED® credits, please visit
www.forboflooringNA.com for more information.

For unbeatable soil removal
Coral Duo provides unrivalled dirt removal and is particularly effective at trapping and retaining soil and moisture in the first few steps inside an entrance
area. In fact, research shows that Coral Duo removes and retains 10% more dirt in the first few meters than any other textile barrier product, which makes it
an ideal matting system for smaller entrances. Coral Duo is a combination product from alternating strips of scraping Coral Brush Pure yarns and moisture
absorbing Coral Classic, reinforced with tough and resilient monofilament fibers.

9730 black diamond ♦

9721 dark steel ♦

9710 luna pearl ♦

9714 sicilian sand ♦

9708 green bellagio ♦

9747 azul imperial ♦

75 %
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♦ Items are stocked.
The lead time for non-stock items is 6-8 weeks.

primary backing
backing material vinyl or latex

Extremely thick yarn with
highly effective dirt scraping
function.

Three yarns: capillary yarns
to absorb moisture;
active dirt-scraping yarns; and
heavy duty texture yarns that
can withstand the heaviest
traffic.

The great all-round performer for dirt and moisture removal

Capillary yarns to absorb
moisture and active dirtscraping yarns

All colors of Coral Brush are also available
in 20”x20” approx. (50 cm x50 cm)
phthalate free vinyl backed tile.

Additional non-stock Coral
collections available online at
www.forboflooringNA.com

Coral Brush can be used in all types of entrance areas and is an ideal solution when you need barrier matting that can simultaneously absorb moisture and
remove dry soiling. Its unique construction consists of three types of yarn, each offering a different benefit. Capillary yarns with their large surface area,
absorb moisture; active scraping yarns help to brush the soil from shoes and heavy duty textured yarns help Coral Brush to retain its good looks, providing
the resilience needed to withstand heavy pedestrian and wheeled traffic. Coral Brush has the capacity to hide a lot of dirt from view.

s5708 /t5708
avocado green ♦

s5736 /t5736
s5774 /t5774
s5739 /t5739
byzantine purple ♦ cinnamon brown ♦ biscotti brown ♦

s5716 /t5716
masala brown

s5723 /t5723
cardinal red

s5722 /t5722
cornflower blue

s5727/t5727
stratos blue ♦

s5714/t5714
shark grey ♦

s5724/t5724
chocolate brown ♦

s5710/t5710
asphalt grey ♦

s5721/t5721
hurricane grey ♦

100 %
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combination of
3 types of yarn
primary backing
backing material vinyl or latex

s5715/t5715
charcoal grey ♦

s5730/t5730
vulcan black ♦

♦ Items are stocked.
The lead time for non-stock items is 6-8 weeks.

Coral Brush is made of three yarns: capillary yarns
to absorb moisture; active dirt-scraping yarns;
and heavy duty texture yarns that can withstand
the heaviest traffic.

Technical Specifications

			

				

			

Coral Duo

Coral Brush

Coral Grip HD/MD

gauge			

9mm (0.354”)

9mm (0.354”)

HD 17mm (0.67”)/16.75mm (0.66”)
backed
unbacked
MD 12mm (0.47”)/ 11.75 mm (0.46” )
backed
unbacked
open structure or EVERFORT® vinyl

					
backing			

EVERFORT® vinyl

roll width			Approx. 79” (2 meters) plus edging

EVERFORT® vinyl
Approx. 79” (2 meters) plus edging

48” (1.27 m) plus edging | Unbacked: 48” (1.22m) no edging

roll length			

90.22ft (27.5m)

90.22ft (27.5m)

HD 17mm = 32.81ft (10m) MD 49.21’ (15 m)

roll size			

65.78 yards2 (55 meters2)

65.78 yards2 (55 meters2)

available in tiles			

no

yes (size: 50 x 50 cm) (12 tiles in a box = 3 m²)

HD 14.58 yd2 MD 21.87 yd2 (18 m2)
(12m2)
no

wear classification

EN 1307		

33

33

33

castor chair continuous use

EN 985		

yes

yes

no

0.00 kv

0.00 kv sheet | 0.7 kv tile

---

ASTM E 662/NFPA 258 (Smoke Density)			

450 or less

450 or less

n/a

ASTM E 648/NFPA 253 (Critical Radiant Flux)			

Class 1

Class 1

Class 1

Pass

Pass

electrostatic propensity			
fire testing

		Pass

ASTM D 2859 (Surface Flammability of Carpets & Rugs/Pill Test)
color fastness ratings:

AATCC 129-01			

Rated 5.0

Rated 5.0

AATCC 164-01			

Rated 5.0

Rated 5.0

yes

yes

Environmental

CHPS 01350 		

Econyl® 100%-regenerated yarn
In most of our Coral collections we use Econyl® 100%-regenerated yarn. Econyl® is made using reprocessed industrial waste and post consumer waste.
North American Headquarters
Forbo Flooring Systems

8 Maplewood Drive
Humboldt Industrial Park
Hazleton, PA 18202
1-800-842-7839
570-459-0771
Fax: 570-450-0258
www.forboflooringNA.com
info.na@forbo.com

Canada

3983 Nashua Drive Unit #1,
Mississauga, Ontario L4V 1P3
ph: 1-800-268-8108
416-745-4200
fax: 416-745-4211
www.forboflooringNA.com
info.na@forbo.com
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